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We investigate the transmission coefficient for propagation of electromagnetic
radiation, of frequency w, through an
electron inversion layer, of finite thickness d, in the metal-oxide-semiconductor
(MOS) structure. The corresponding result
in the case where the inversion layer is treated as infinitely thin (two-dimensional
electron gas) has been given by Chiu et
al. Subject to the assumptions d/c 4 1 and constant density, it is possible to establish a point of contact between the finite
d result and the Chiu et al. result. This comparison demonstrates that it is a good approximation to treat the inversion layer
as a two-dimensional
system and also provides a recipe for the calculation of the surface conductivity o@, viz. a@)= ad,
where (T is the three-dimensional
conductivity.

Cyclotron
resonance
is a widely used technique in the study of inversion
layers at the
semiconductor
surface
of a metal-oxide-semiconductor
(MOS) system. The MOS structure is
of much current interest both for technological
and for basic scientific reasons.
Chiu et al. [l] have calculated the transmission
amplitude
and transmittance
for an inversion
layer of zero thickness. This result has been used
widely by various
authors
[2-4] to interpret
experimental
data. However, it is known [5] that
the electron
inversion
layer extends
into the
semiconductor
to the order of 100 A. Thus we
are motivated
to study inversion
layers of finite
thickness. In particular,
we would like to address
the following
questions:
(a) How good an approximation
is it to treat the inversion layer as a
two-dimensional
system? (b) What recipe should
one use for the calculation
of the surface conductivity
a(*) appearing
in the two-dimensional
model?
The exact problem is complicated
by the fact
that the inversion
layer has a varying density
profile [5,6]. The problem
of electromagnetic
transmission
in inhomogeneous
plasmas has been
the subject of many investigations
but only in
very special cases is the problem easily solvable
[7]. In fact, the most common type of approach
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to problems
of this nature
is to use a WKB
approach.
However,
the latter method is based
on the assumption
that “. . . the properties of the
medium vary very slowly . . .” over a distance of
the order of the wavelength
of the radiation
(geometric
optics
approximation)
[8].
Unfortunately,
this is the opposite of the situation
we have in the case of the inversion layer, where
the dielectric
tensor varies rapidly across the
layer, the latter being very much smaller than the
typical wavelengths
of interest. We conclude that
a solution of the exact problem is accessible only
by means of a complicated
numerical
approach.
On the other hand, if we consider the idealized
case of an inversion layer of constant density, an
exact analysis is possible, as we shall see, and, in
addition,
considerable
light is thrown
on the
questions
stated
above.
In particular,
it will
enable us to establish a point of contact between
the finite d result and the Chiu et al. result. In
essence, what the constant density model does is
to average out the dielectric properties across the
inversion layer but it should be emphasized
that
the two-dimensional
model is also subject to a
somewhat
similar limitation
because - by virtue
of its very natureit cannot incorporate
a density profile. We turn now to the details of the
calculation.
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We consider
the propagation
of linearly
polarized electromagnetic
radiation of frequency
o through
the oxide-inversion-layer-semiconductor system, in the presence
of an applied
external
dc magnetic
field B = Bi, B > 0. The
electric fields in the three regions of fig. 1 are:
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and the “4” notation refers to the left and right
circularly
polarized
components
of the corresponding
wave. The total waves are
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where k is the wave number and the subscripts
0, I and S refer to the oxide, inversion layer and
semiconductor,
respectively,
and are related to
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where c is the speed of light.
The fields given in eq. (1) satisfy
equation

the

wave
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where
2, = (Lij)/*
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the refractive index and absorption
the corresponding
medium by

ks =

E,, = E,, ei(kl+z-w’)&,

0 < z < d:
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where J is the three-dimensional
current density
induced in the inversion layer by the electric field
E.
The boundary
conditions
at z = 0 and z = d
are (a) continuity
of the tangential
component
of
the ac electric field and (b) equality of the discontinuity
of the ac magnetic field and (47r/c)j,
where j is the two-dimensional
surface current
density.
In the model of Chiu et al. [l], the
inversion
layer was treated
as infinitesimally
small, so that J = jS(z). However, in the case of
an inversion layer of finite thickness, as Jackson
points out [9], “. . . there cannot actually be a
surface layer of current..
.“. This is true also
small, but
when the layer is “. . . macroscopically
microscopically
large. . .” [9]. Thus,
for our
analysis we take j = 0 and so the boundary
conditions give the following results (suppressing
the
“k” subscripts):
z = 0:
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Fig. 1. Geometry for the propagation of electromagnetic
radiation through an inversion layer of finite thickness d in a
MOS structure.
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(64
After some algebra, we find that the solution
of eq. (6) for the transmission
coefficient
c=
EJEi, in circularly
polarized coordinates,
is
r2 = 4kok, ewiksd{(kO - k,)(k* - ks) eiked
+ (k, + k,)(k, + ks) e-ik*d}-l ,

(7)
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where we have written k, for kI, (and we will do
likewise for nI, and ~~~ below).
Using eq. (4) eq. (7) may be written as

+ iK+ - ns) e-U*d/2eiStd

x {(no - n, - iK,)(n,
+ (no + t2, + iK,)(n,

+ iK+ + ns) e”*d’2e-iS*d}-l ,
(8)

where a,/2 = WK=/C, & = o&/c and ps = us/c.
Note, in particular,
that f? depends explicitly on
the optical constants
n+, K* of the inversion
layer. In the absence of a magnetic field, eq. (8)
reduces to a result obtained by Stratton [lo].
Since the thickness d of the inversion
layer is
=10m6cm, then, for wavelengths
A in
typically
the region of, say, 3 x lo-* cm (far infra-red),
d 4 A or equivalently
(wd/c)e 1. Thus, to first
order in d, we have
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Next, we note that the dielectric
the inversion layer is given by

(9)
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where u+ is the three-dimensional
and se is the dielectric
constant
silicon. But since

conductivity,
of the bulk

.s* = (n, + iK,)*

(II)

and
Ed= n5,
it follows
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to first order in d.
We now wish to make contact with the Chiu et
al. [I] result obtained in the case d = 0 viz.

(14)

& = no + ns + (47r/c)cr$) ’
where cr$? is the two-dimensional
ductivity. We find that if we set

t+ = 4no(n+ + iK+) eeigsd
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in eq. (14) and expand to lowest order in d that
we obtain a result for r-t identical to that given in
eq. (13).
To conclude,
we have obtained
a general
result for the case of the transmittance
of linearly
polarized
light through
an inversion
layer of
finite thickness and uniform density. In addition,
by demanding
consistency
between
our results
for wd/c 4 1 and those of Chiu et al. [l] for
d = 0, we have given a recipe for the calculation
of the surface conductivity
appearing in the Chiu
et al. results.
It should be emphasized
that our results hold
regardless of what explicit form is chosen for u+.
On the other hand, they were derived for the
idealized case of an inversion
layer of uniform
carrier density, whereas in fact the carrier density is highly non-uniform
[5]. This non-uniformity leads to a very complicated
dielectric constant and is particularly
important
“. . . whenever
the frequencies
of interest are of the order of the
frequency of the single-particle
transitions
to the
first excited subband . . .” [6]. However, it can be
argued that the use of an average density is a
good
approximation
in intraband
situations
where
we are dealing
with photons
of low
frequency such that no subband excitations occur
(as is the situation
in, for example,
Faraday
rotation
[ 111 experiments).
Furthermore,
it
should be stressed
that the use of the twodimensional
approximation
does not obviate the
question of how to deal with non-uniformity-in
essence it “sweeps it under the rug” and in the
end one is faced with the question of evaluating
the two-dimensional
conductivity
a?. The latter,
of course, is an idealization,
not having the physical content
of the three-dimensional
conductivity a+. In fact what is done in practice is, in
essence, to write (T(*)in terms of o+ and hence it
is subject to all the limitations
inherent
in the
choice of (+?. One result of our present
in-
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vestigation
is that, within the framework of these
limitations,
we have given the correct recipe viz.
eq. (15) and, in addition,
we have reinforced
confidence
in the assumption
of treating the inversion layer in MOS as a two-dimensional
system. Also, we note that our recipe is in contrast
to another
result sometimes
quoted in the literature viz. a$)= IV-‘“a,,
where N is the number of particles per unit volume. However,
it is
interesting
to note that, for the inversion layer in
typical MOS systems, both results are numerically close to one another. For example, a typical
value for the surface electron concentration,
ZV,
say, is lO’*cm-*. The & chosen by Chiu et al.
[l] is proportional
to this number. However, the
value of a?) as given by eq. (15) is proportional
to 10” x d cm-*. But, since d is ==10e6 cm, we see
that this is again =lO’*cm-*.
Finally, we would like to emphasize
that eq.
(8) is a very general result in the sense that it can
be applied to light transmission,
in the presence
of a magnetic field, through any 3-media system
in which the center medium is of uniform density
and conducting.
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Note added in proof
An important
point which emerges from the
above analysis is that the two-dimensional
model
of Chiu et al. [l] automatically
includes multiple
reflection effects in the inversion layer (E, in fig.
1). Such effects play an important
role in the
analysis
of measurements
of ellipticity
and
Faraday rotation [ 121.
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